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It’s time to
shine with stories
that sell. 
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Intro

Step in front of your competitors by 
bringing an experiential event into your 
customers hands.

We will help you make the sale by 
delivering creative, interactive and 
emotive brand connections.

The way you sell will be forever changed 
through innovaton and creativity.

WE CREATE CONTENT THAT MAKES THE CUT

PLAY VIDEO

https://rideronthesun.com/real-estate-promo/
https://rideronthesun.com/real-estate-promo/
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The Concept
We produce unique, sales driving content

We create virtual tours of the property, drones      
capture amazing aerial and location views partnered 
with high resolution video cameras to capture the 
properties best side.

Packaged with engaging infographics, top grade audio 
and professional finished products we sell the story.

Now more then ever customers are unable to 
experience ‘in person’ events, be it enjoying a 
shopping excursion, viewing a sensational property or 
visiting an attraction. 

Rider on the SUN has the solution with virtual tours 
and engaging content. It’s fast, effective and  
interactive.

https://rideronthesun.com/vr/
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Virtual Tours

Let your buyers experience a virtual journey through properties with our 3D tour.  
Buyers can explore multiple floors, Doll House views and provide exact measurements of 

the property. We can also imbed interactive information and video.

PLAY VIDEO

https://rideronthesun.com/vr/
https://rideronthesun.com/vr/
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 How We Work
Working with you in a simple and 
timely manner,  our process is
efficient and delivers.

We have a selection of packages 
that can be tailored to your
business. 

 Our Process
- Talking to you, we work through your      
   needs and agree on the package.
- Next step is a virtual meeting to                
   discuss the detailed requirements,     
   property, features etc.
- We then provide you with a reverse  
   brief, confirm the shoot date and 
   timings.
- 3D and drone shoot day followed by   
   your first, sneak peak edit.
- Taking a round of amends we then mix  
   and edit to deliver a stunning, finished  
   sales video.



RIDER ON THE SUN

Who We Are

Rider on the SUN is a creative, technical, 
marketing savvy, content producing 
collective. Delivering high quality video and 
broadcast content. 
With over 20 years experience we work 
with the biggest brands to the smaller 
businesses -  creating engaging stories that 
shine!
Our work spans across Australia’s leading 
entertainment channels including FOX8, 
Foxtel Movies, Channel [V], CMC, Smooth, 
and Universal Music to niche 
commercial businesses who want to stand 
out.
Working in partnership with Australia’s 
leading drone specialist - Aerologix, we 
deliver the 360 property viewing experience 
your clients need. 

http://rideronthesun.com
http://Aerologix.com
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Our Packages

The DegustationThe MainThe Entree

Virtual 3D Tour
Property video with 

drone
360 exteriors

Info graphics or 
Matter tags in 3D Tour
Interview with agent 

Voice over

Virtual 3D Tour
Property video

with drone
Interview with agent or 

voice over

Virtual 3D Tour
Property video

with drone 

We create stunning, engaging and interactive experiences. 
From basic packages to a fully loaded content buffet with all the bells and whistles



Phone Number 
Sean Vandenberg

Website 

Email

Contact Us

+61 414 614 145

www.rideronthesun.com

info@rideronthesun.com

https://www.facebook.com/rideronthesun/
https://www.instagram.com/rideronthesunfilms/
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